As historians begin to take the 'global turn' and to measure up the advantages of 'big data' history, it should not be a surprise that microhistory is if anything enjoying a revival. Contrary to the implicit assertion of David Armitage and Jo Guldi in their recent book, The History Manifesto, microhistory is not just a history of the very small, a recklessly antiquarian immersion in the tiny and obscure -or at least, it ought not to be. In its origins, it was a method that embraced 'the minute analysis of a circumscribed documentation', linked to a desire to go beyond the elite perspectives of traditional political history while retaining a sense of contingency and possibility neglected by the social history of the 1960s and 1970s.
1 When Carlo Ginzburg wrote about Menocchio the miller, or when Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie wrote about Montaillou, they were not avoiding big historical questions, they were trying to answer them. In the hands of these historians, microhistory was more about changing how we see the bigger picture than filling in the gaps: so it fits very well together with the global and the statistical.
Through the work of historians such as John Arnold, microhistory has continued to play a significant part in the study of the European Middle Ages in general.
2 But what about the early Middle Ages in particular, that is to say Europe before the year 1000? To be sure, the 'small worlds' of certain regions in this period have been explored to the extent that caches of documentary records permit, usually in areas relatively free from elite control. 3 There have been some fine, sensitive case-studies of local officials and other 'rural elites', based on surviving elements of their archives. 4 Battered old manuscripts of pastoral care have much to tell us about local priests across the early medieval Latin West, while archaeology is providing fresh evidence all the time about the material conditions of existence in the period. 5 Yet while enquiries of this kind can reveal much about the lives of fairly lowstatus people, this is not exactly the recovery of lost voices, or only very indirectly so: these are detailed case-studies more than microhistory as such.
If microhistory is a method that seems rather to have passed the study of the European early Middle Ages by, it is not historians who are to blame, but their sources. These are generally not rich enough to sustain an approach that could properly be termed microhistorical: there is simply no early medieval equivalent to the Inquisition records, for instance. And even when our sources do become more detailed, it is, so to speak, the wrong sort of detail. Microhistory is not just about the amount of information or the scale of analysis; it is about perspective, too. Those early medieval documentary records just mentioned, though skewed towards the elite, sometimes do direct the historians' gaze towards the village level, and can occasionally even be used to decipher individuals' strategies, in spite of the pressures exerted by the archiving process. But these charters are written in a formal legal discourse, whose purpose was to align specific circumstances with universalizing formulas, so the very nature of the evidence makes it difficult to recover much of the subjectivity of the actors involved. 6 The early medieval estate surveys known as polyptychs present an analogous case. These texts, mostly from the ninth century, provide us with an almost unparalleled amount of information about non-elites in the countryside, the great majority of the population. Through them, we know the names of inhabitants of dozens of Frankish and Italian villages. More than that, we know who these inhabitants were married to, how many children they had, and what names they had given to those children. We know too about the land they lived on, and the kinds of rent they had to pay for it, to the nearest piglet and the nearest egg. This information was moreover mostly collected from the inhabitants themselves, using inquests similar to those of Domesday Book. Yet despite all this, no one can really say what it was like to be such a villager, or what it was like to live in these villages, at least not without resorting to fiction. 7 No matter what the provenance of the snap-shot evidence they contain, these estate surveys in their written form represent the early medieval world as the landlords saw it: they are a view of the countryside from the top. 8 Much the same could be said of a third major genre, early medieval hagiography (that is, writings about saints), which also often offers information about life beyond royal courts and monasteries, and how lowerstatus groups interacted with the numinous, particularly in the case of miracle accounts. 9 The works of the sixth-century bishop Gregory of Tours are positively bursting with stories of village inhabitants being healed, suffering punishments, and receiving visions, and there are plenty of similar collections from later too. 10 In many instances it is clear that the stories such collections record must have originated outside the monastery or the cathedral. Even in these cases, however, the information has been filtered, processed and polished to such an extent that the only rigorously recoverable viewpoint is that of the author of the finished product. In most cases that was a monk, and by that token a member of the elite. Obviously, this by no means invalidates the interest of these miracle texts. They can be excavated for nuggets of usable detail, whether political, social, economic, environmental or cultural. In more sophisticated fashion, they can be read for theological, religious and social mentalities.
12 It is also possible to give them a political context, to explain why this particular account was put together at that particular moment, and what the this-worldly impact was supposed to be. 13 But though one can attempt to use these texts to recover details of peasant life, we need to tread carefully. In miracles, just as in charters and polyptychs, the low-status voices that we can hear are ventriloquized, and, to that extent, inauthentic. 14 We might reluctantly conclude that early medieval microhistory is to all intents impossible; that while it certainly remains possible and fruitful to study a locality or a low-status individual in this period, to do so in terms that that locality or individual would have recognized is out of the question, because voices outside the monastery or the royal court circle, voices outside the elite, are simply irrecoverable, so there is no way of challenging or transcending the authorized representation. But this article argues for the possibility of exceptions, and presents a case in point. It is an experiment in early medieval microhistory.
DAGOBERT'S VISION
The focus of this article is a Latin account of a vision, about 2,000 words long, written in Francia at some point in the ninth century, probably before 850. 15 The standard edition calls it the Apparitio Sancti Vedasti (The Apparition of Saint Vaast), but a better title, judging from the manuscripts, would be the Epistola Huberti (The Letter of Hubert). The text recounts how a certain carpenter named Dagobert fell dangerously ill, leading everyone in his village, and most of all his wife, to despair of his surviving the night. Having received the last rites from a conspicuously conscientious local priest (to whom we shall return), Dagobert was blessed with a vision from a sixthcentury saint, namely Saint Vaast, the patron saint of a major early medieval monastery named after him, in what is now the town of Arras, in the Pas de Calais in northern France. 16 When the vision ended, Dagobert woke up, feeling hungry but much better, and breakfasted on cheese and beer. The next day -a FridayDagobert felt strong enough to go and collect firewood, using a borrowed wagon since he was apparently too poor to have his own. And there was a miracle, too, although not a very spectacular one: 'this man, who had previously been slow to speak and lisping, was endowed by this revelation with such a force of speaking, that he is now able to say more properly in a single hour than previously he had been able to say in an entire day'.
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In many respects, this is a perfectly ordinary early medieval miracle story. Its transmission is, at first sight anyway, unremarkable. Our text survives in six medieval manuscripts (including a deluxe illuminated one in Arras Bibliothe`que Municipale: Fig. 1 ), all made up chiefly of hagiographical material. These manuscripts are a little later in date, the earliest being from perhaps the late tenth century, but that is entirely normal for hagiography. Indeed, looked at in the round, this is quite an early transmission: after all, many great works from Late Antiquity, like the Passion of Perpetua, survive only in manuscripts centuries younger than their presumed composition. Terminologically and otherwise, there is no sign of interpolation in the Epistola Huberti, and no reason to suspect any either.
Nor is the form of the text unusual. Peasant visions are relatively commonplace in early medieval miracle stories. In most cases, these visions are brief, underdeveloped preludes to a marvellous cure, recommending or commanding a visit to a shrine (such as the monastery of St-Vaast), where the healing takes place, to the saint's and the monastery's glory. Sometimes, though, the peasant is instead primarily a conduit or means of communication: the saint appears, interacts with the visionary, and implicitly or otherwise, demands that he (and it usually is a he) tell somebody more important about what he has seen. Dagobert's vision fits into this latter type, for he too was given messages to deliver by the apparition.
Yet whereas most such visions concern the post-mortem punishment of kings or other important aristocrats, Dagobert's vision had altogether more circumscribed horizons. For the messages Saint Vaast tasked him to deliver were aimed at people who seldom feature in such communications. These messages, mostly in fact stern reprimands and warnings, were directed to five men: Imbod, the village priest, who was commanded to restore to the church what it was owed; Adelgis, the dominus villae or lord of the village, warned to return land he had unjustly taken from the church, on threat of losing royal favour and the village with it; Winfrid, a iudex or judge, ordered to stop tormenting the inhabitants; a prominent villager named Ebruin, accused of having stolen the saint's unfree dependants; and Oric, the village mayor and 'the head of this wickedness, and of other similar ones', apparently guilty of helping Ebruin. The saint finished by insisting that Dagobert must 'reveal in clear speech all things which have been commanded to you', and reassured him that once these messages were delivered, he could expect to be looked after as a matricularius -a man on the list (matricula) of needy people given regular help by a particular church. 19 What Dagobert's vision presents us with is effectively the anatomy of a village community, of a kind that may be familiar to readers of Don Camillo. 20 Within this community there were formal office-holders, like the priest and the mayor, whose position conferred influence, and who we know could be quite intimidating. 21 There was also however an informal elite. The saint concentrated his criticism on one of its members, Ebruin, because he had apparently recently managed to swing a local court case to gain control of some unfree residents (mancipia). He had succeeded in involving the village mayor, Oric, in the affair, and had also made the village priest, Imbod, complicit: probably a necessary step, because a priest was required to legitimize the oath-swearing, but also an easy one, because Imbod's niece was married to one of the men in Ebruin's circle of friends. 22 In the village, Ebruin was clearly a mover and a shaker, far more influential than men like Dagobert, who could not even afford his own wagon, or the harvesters who worked for the village priest. 23 At the very bottom of the village hierarchy were the unfree, the mancipia. It is revealing that the saint Visions in a Ninth-Century Villagehad no message for them and that they are not even named, despite their centrality to the case. Whether or not legal status mattered much in this village, this was a group that did not count to the person who recorded the story. 24 Dagobert's village was evidently a conflicted community of some complexity, with office-holders, informal elites and subordinated workers, as well as a certain number of people less directly caught up in these networks and conflicts. Yet this was not a self-contained society, complete in itself. For the saint had messages for prominent outsiders too. There was Adelgis, the lord of the village: a man dependent on royal favour, so of elevated status and probably not resident in the village, but nevertheless enough of a participant in village affairs to receive a specific dream message tailored to him. Then there was the judge Winfrid. From the fact that he had imposed a fine of twelve pence on Ebruin, we can surmise that Winfrid was involved at a low-level, perhaps day-to-day basis with the village, and his targeting of this particular socially mobile figure shows a concern to maintain a degree of stability within the community. Finally, there was the monastery of StVaast, which had some kind of interest in the village, not least as manifested by its saint's appearance there, but also perhaps through property claims. Saint Vaast had no explicit message for the monks, but, as will become clear, there was an implicit message for them; and in fact this may be the key for the whole text.
HUBERT'S VISION Let us face facts: Dagobert's dream might be a fiction; so too might Dagobert himself. Admittedly, the suspiciously bright future held out for him by the saint suggests we should not jump straight to that conclusion. Tensions in early medieval villages sometimes were articulated through the miraculous, or even the demonic; and some ninth-century peasants really were named Dagobert, though in earlier centuries this had been a royal name. 25 So we cannot rule out the possibility that Dagobert had his own motivations, and wanted to use the vision for his own purposes (or indeed that he genuinely experienced a vision of some kind), which would explain why, according to the text, 'he does not cease up to now to set out in clear explanation what was divinely shown to him'. 26 Nevertheless, if we take a rigorous approach, then the only vision to which we have access is not that of the dreamer, but of the author of the hagiographical text. What is remarkable is that to focus attention on this author, as good historical practice requires, far from robbing the story of its microhistorical interest, actually consolidates it.
The author in question, Hubert, was clearly connected to the monastery of St-Vaast. He dedicated the text to his 'most wise instructor', the monastery's schoolmaster Haimin, and it is therefore likely that he had been educated there. 27 Yet contrary to what has sometimes been assumed, there is no specific evidence to suggest that Hubert was actually himself a monk, either there or anywhere else. 28 In fact the Epistola Huberti (conspicuously not dedicated to the abbot or provost) militates against any such supposition, because it shows that Hubert lived in the village in question. Hubert states that it was he himself who had been called to Dagobert's bedside at short notice and 'had hurried with quick step to the house of the ill man', and that it was he himself who had conscientiously administered penance and the Eucharist, 'having no hope whatsoever for his [Dagobert's] recovery'. 29 True, monasteries did occasionally send monks to keep an eye on distant properties, and very occasionally early medieval monks may have served as local priests. 30 Yet this village was explicitly not owned by the monastery when Hubert wrote. In any case, it is not just that Hubert lived in the village: it was the home of his family too. For according to his own account, Hubert was none other than the nephew of Imbod the village priest. Ninth-century Frankish texts make explicit provision for priests to send their nephews to monastic school as part of their training: it rather looks as though what we have here is evidence that this sometimes really happened (perhaps the monastery was filling in for the bishop of Cambrai).
31 As a priest, Hubert was assuredly of higher status than many of his neighbours, but he was nevertheless considerably further down the social scale than were most early medieval authors.
32 If the account of Dagobert's village seems so remarkably local and bottom-up in its approach, it is because it was written, I think uniquely for a narrative in the early medieval world, from within the village itself.
That does not mean that the text is easy to approach. Quite the reverse: it is only by understanding Hubert's motivations for writing that it is possible to come close to the reality of life in this village, capitalizing on the view from inside. It may well be, as the text suggests, that Hubert had been commissioned to write by Haimin, his teacher, who we know from other sources had a keen interest in the miracles of Saint Vaast. Yet the way that Hubert frames his story suggests that this local priest was up to something, and that his motivations were as much about local ambition as about showing off to a monastic audience: or rather, that one was a means to the other.
If we look beyond the details, the Epistola Huberti has a fairly clear thrust: that the monastery of St-Vaast should assert its presence in Hubert's village. Most of the reprimands that the saint delivers via Dagobert, via Hubert, relate to this core issue in one way or another. The precise legal or historical justification for doing so remains uncertain, because it is not altogether clear whether the saint, when talking about 'his church', means his monastery in Arras, or the local church in the village. Perhaps the monastery owned the local church, or perhaps it had merely provided relics for it. As a result, it is difficult to see whether the saint was protecting the local church's rights or the monastery's. But of course, that ambiguity might have been Hubert's point. In effect, he represents Saint Vaast as the village's real lord. The saint is actively monitoring, protecting and disciplining its inhabitants, as well as those who deal with them.
The reason for the 'anatomy of the village' feel of Hubert's text, and the underlying message of the saint to the monastery, was to show that from a heavenly point of view this was already the monastery's village, even if earthly affairs had not yet caught up.
If the priest Hubert wrote the Epistola Huberti to present the monastery with a challenge, to make good in some way the claims pressed by its saint, he also presented it with a solution: him. He, Hubert, was the man on the ground, with local knowledge and local connections, who was ready to help make its rights a reality. But there was a quid pro quo. The fact that the saint apparently requested repairs to be carried out to the local church, and a lime-kiln to be built for it, suggests one possible benefit for Hubert. Yet there are indications that Hubert was planning to make use of the monastery in a more political sense, too. It is striking that while he is an exemplary priest in his own account, conscientious and trusted by the locals, Hubert depicts his own uncle, the priest Imbod, as a morally compromised figure, pastorally inactive and even complicit in the unjust theft of the saint's own unfree dependants. Whether Imbod really was that corrupt is impossible to say (he is conspicuously not said to be married, which suggests he was living up to contemporary standards of celibacy). He was certainly well integrated into the village, with marriage links to the leading group of inhabitants, while his self-righteous nephew could only turn to the untalkative and impoverished Dagobert.
But one advantage that Hubert did have over his uncle was a connection to an immensely powerful and wealthy community of 112 monks: the monastery of St-Vaast. I suggest that Hubert's account of Dagobert's vision is his attempt to mobilize that connection, at his uncle's expense. The text does not merely document local village politics: it was in itself an attempt to intervene in them, an appeal from a client to a distant but powerful patron.
RECEPTION AND ANONYMITY
It is not necessarily strange that Hubert chose hagiography as his medium. As early medieval authors well knew, miracle stories had certain advantages as a means of communicating messages that it would be impolitic or presumptuous to speak of directly. To write an account of a vision was to make use of an authorized discourse, every bit as much a language of power as the rolling formalities of charters or the dry enumerations of polyptychs. True, appealing to such a weighted language carried risks as well as benefits, since visions could be dismissed as demonic and deceptive. Hubert must have calculated that his version of Dagobert's vision was likely to go down well at St-Vaast; that this was the best way of writing the monastery into the village and the village into the monastery, for his and the monks' mutual benefit. Perhaps other miracle stories in comparable collections had similar points of origin: neither the literacy nor the cunning of rural priests should be underestimated. Indeed, it may be that the most unusual thing about Hubert's text is that it somehow escaped being redacted into some chapter of a larger collection, as Hubert had doubtless anticipated.
The manuscript evidence may shed some light on how this happened. As noted, the Epistola Huberti is preserved in six medieval manuscripts, in all of which it is part of a corpus of hagiographical material about Saint Vaast that includes a revised version of the Life of Vaast by Alcuin of York, together with three miracle collections. 33 Hubert had probably hoped his story would be incorporated into the first of these miracle collections, compiled by Haimin, the already-mentioned schoolmaster of St-Vaast and dedicatee of Hubert's text. If so, his hopes were disappointed. Perhaps that was because Haimin died before he could finish -his collection only has six short miracles -or perhaps Haimin did not like what Hubert had sent, whether on literary or political grounds, or simply because the Dagobert miracle was insufficiently sensational.
A reworking of the St-Vaast hagiography undertaken in the 890s supplemented the hagiographical material with a sermon by Haimin that previous compilers had omitted, but still did not include Hubert's letter. 34 Only later, in the course of the tenth century, was it belatedly added to the St-Vaast hagiographical collection, simply stuck on the end rather than edited and worked into the corpus. It is indeed revealing that the early manuscripts call Hubert's text a 'letter': perhaps the text had remained a stand-alone document, kept in some chest, until it seemed to someone a good idea to copy it into a hagiographical manuscript for the sake of completeness (miracle collections often 'attracted' extraneous material in this way). It may have turned up as the tenth-century St-Vaast monks began to engage more closely with their documentary archives. 35 Alternatively, Hubert's letter content might have become more appealing as the monastic community reestablished itself following disruption caused by Viking attacks. The letter's implications about the saint's projection of power beyond the monastic walls, and the danger that he posed to any laymen who crossed him, could have resonated at any number of moments in St-Vaast's history in the tenth century. 36 By this date, though, what had mattered most to Hubert no longer mattered at all: namely, the specific identity of the village in question. The passing of time had separated the two things that Hubert had so carefully tried to bring together, the cult of Saint Vaast and the politics of his village. For whether it had been lost already or was deliberately omitted as the text was 'universalized' for new audiences, the name of the village is not given in any surviving manuscript. It is ironic that, as a result, the setting of one of the most profoundly local early medieval texts to survive cannot be precisely identified. 37 
LOCAL SOCIETY IN DAGOBERT'S VISION
This anonymity is frustrating. But it does not entirely rule out attempts to think about how this microhistorical study contributes to a broader picture.
Early medieval Europe was notoriously diverse -patterns of local power were not at all the same in the Rhineland as in Burgundy or the Po valley, let alone in areas at the edges of or beyond Frankish influence such as Brittany, England or southern Italy. 38 Obviously we cannot generalize about an entire continent on the basis of a single case study. Yet the presumed regional location of Hubert and Dagobert's village somewhere in north-western Francia makes it of considerable interest, for this heavily manorialized region was at the heart of European-wide dynamics of economic growth at the time, and of considerable strategic and political importance too, a real centre of royal power -yet nevertheless also a region whose sources, as already mentioned, generally allow only a very top-down perspective in this period.
The details of Dagobert's vision fit smoothly with the wider archaeological evidence for settlement in its presumed region, matching what is known of the importance of cereal cultivation, the use of woodland, and relatively coherent settlement patterns. 39 All its characters -mayors, priests, judges, landlords, and a supporting cast of peasants -are attested in all the standard written sources for the period and area, too. 40 Presumably therefore this village was much like the hundreds of others owned by elites that are mentioned in north-western Frankish polyptychs and charters.
Yet in some respects, the view of the village the vision presents differs strikingly from such sources. Suppose Adelgis, the dominus villae, had been granted this village by royal charter, which is admittedly not stated but perfectly possible. Such a charter, if it survived, would doubtless have looked just like all the other documentary evidence of the period, talking in unremitting terms of ownership: proprietas, res, proprium. 41 From such a text, nothing would be known about any of the complex interactions taking place at the local level (for example the plotting of Ebruin and Oric), and the village would have appeared only as a token in a game played by aristocratic elites. And what if this village had been mentioned in some monastery's estate survey? Then the names of Dagobert, Ebruin, Oric and Imbod would all probably be recorded, but little or nothing would emerge of the social dynamics that shaped their world.
It is only thanks to Dagobert's vision, and Hubert's account of it, that we can see this early medieval settlement as not just a unit of property, or a unit of revenue, but as an arena of conflicted social action in its own right, even in the heartland of Frankish social and political order. 42 In fact, the village, or at least Hubert, would seem even to have had a sense of its own history. This village priest could remember the names of previous lords and judges, and their fates, too, all mentioned as warnings for Adelgis and Winfrid. Perhaps most interestingly of all, Hubert's letter records a belief that the village had been established by King Dagobert, whom Hubert describes as the 'famous former king of the Franks and founder of this village'. 43 Now the text was preserved in a monastic context, at the monastery of St-Vaastyet there is no evidence that this monastery ever cultivated the memory of Dagobert. Its foundation in the late seventh century took place long after Dagobert's death in 639, and to judge from its documentary archives, its preferred Merovingian roots were rather with a later king, Theuderic III, who died in 691. 44 So it is plausible that Hubert's reference to Dagobert points to a local folk-memory, a local foundation legend.
The Epistola Huberti therefore reminds us that charters and polyptychs are partial representations of more complex realities, just one set of discourses that do not capture the whole of the reality that they describe, that there were real human communities operating underneath the dry technicalities of the early medieval archival and archaeological records. In itself, of course, that is nothing very new. 45 Historians know that already, or should know it. Where the Epistola Huberti's value lies is rather in fleshing out that speculative complexity in ways that I think no other source can.
Particularly interesting in this regard is the contrast drawn between the judge and the lord, the dominus and the iudex. The lord may have owned the village, but this ownership seems to have been rather a precarious thing, and somewhat distant too. Changing hands according to the vagaries of royal favour, ownership of Hubert's village overlaid complex and to an extent independent local realities. No wonder that ninth-century Frankish monasteries developed elaborate rituals to demonstrate the subordination of the inhabitants whose land they claimed to own; no wonder that aristocratic owners could not always get away with making changes to how these communities were organized. 46 The judge, in contrast, was a much more hands-on figure, to judge by the fine of twelve pence Winfrid imposed on Ebruin: doubtless a substantial sum for a ninth-century villager, though a small amount in the general scheme of things (in 794, a penny could buy twelve two-pound wheat loaves). A step above local notables like Ebruin, Winfrid would seem to have been a more immediate presence for the inhabitants than the lord Adelgis. There is however no explicit association between him and the village lord; and when judges are mentioned in early medieval sources elsewhere, it is usually in a public or royal context. 47 Given his capacity to impose fines, Winfrid is more likely to have been a representative of public authority in some form, perhaps of the count or perhaps of a privileged church (might this village have been granted out in benefice by the king?), rather than of the lay landlord. 48 One implication is that distinctly public forms of authority evidently mattered on the ground in this corner of ninth-century Francia. But equally significant is that no single individual really straightforwardly controlled this community, in spite of Adelgis's title. Rather, integration into wider circuits of power took place heterogeneously, through different dimensions: religiously through priests, tenurially through owners, and administratively through judges. This heterogeneity mapped onto the circuits of power inside the village too, with formal and informal kinds of power working sometimes together, and sometimes in competition. Indeed, it was probably this very fluidity that provided the conditions of possibility for Hubert's letter. The potential to orchestrate change that these circumstances offered, combined with an education provided by a nearby monastery in the full spate of the 'Carolingian renaissance', were surely what led Hubert to put pen to paper, to develop a strategy. The survival of his letter may result from happenstance, and its richness from Hubert's imagination; but the text itself was very much a product of the realities of Hubert's world.
So while it may be that the conventional elite-centred records of the early Middle Ages do not entirely reflect the reality of villages like this one in the heart of the Frankish empire, Hubert's text shows an early medieval 'small world' that was nevertheless quite different in structure from that dominated by the proliferating petty village lords of the post-1000 period, who tended to combine political power with tenurial control, and to exercise this authority at a very local level. 49 Ultimately, therefore, the Epistola Huberti's depiction of northern Frankish society complements rather than competes with the better known sources. CONCLUSION Hubert's village is not identified. Moreover, St-Vaast's once abundant records are now depressingly fragmentary. So unfortunately we shall never know whether Hubert's efforts to improve his own position in the village by bringing in his patrons from the monastery proved successful. Nevertheless, his attempt to bring about change has left its record in a text that illuminates village life in a rather unusual way: from the point of view of a village priest, as he grappled with distinctly early medieval dynamics and power relations, and did so, too, by means of the very text that survives. That priest may not have been entirely typical, since it is difficult to say with certainty how common Hubert's monastic connections were. But his individual typicality or otherwise actually matters less here than the fact that he was part of village life, a context that determined the tenor of his text just as it doubtless shaped his aspirations. The early medieval microhistory I think we can recover from the Epistola Huberti, in short, is about a village priest's attempt to engineer a change of power relations in his own village, in the context of early medieval, and specifically ninth-century, conditions, and expressed in his own words. It is a text that shows how early medieval agency can be found at low social levels, in the margins of more structured forms of authority; and like all microhistories, its value derives from how it relates and contributes to wider themes and developments. It is also a text that reeks of ambition, albeit ambition with local horizons. Prepared to bad-mouth his own family in pursuit of his own advantage, this village priest is not a particularly attractive figure. 50 But then, who said that lost voices need always be sympathetic ones?
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